How-to: Transfer a Photo to Glass

Supplies

- Glass
- Claudine Hellmuth Studio Multi-Medium in Matte or Gel Multi-Medium
- Paintbrush
- Soft Sponge

Directions

A photo transfer to glass allows the photo to be seen from either side of the frame and any available light source gives the photo a touch of glow for a truly unique look.

1. Print a favorite photo onto regular printing paper using an inkjet printer.
2. Apply a thick coat of Multi-Medium only to the area you want the photo to appear.
3. Place the photo, print side down, onto the gel medium and press the paper thoroughly into it.
4. Set it aside to let it dry overnight.
5. Use a wet sponge to completely soak the paper, then gently scrub it off the glass.
6. Let the glass dry and apply a thin coat of Multi-Medium over the photo to seal it.
7. Set it aside to let dry.
8. Once dry, insert the glass into the frame to display.